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Bed bugs found in dorms 
as recently as summer
Amanda Sedo
AMAN DASEDO. M D(^GM Al L.COM
What are small, parasitic animals that 
creep around at night to feed on human 
blood? llicy  arc called bed bugs —  iind problem," Pepc said.
(!!al Poly had them. Tenting and professional treat-
around campus this summer, a 
large, circus-like tent covered 
Santa Lucia Hall.
“It was completely tented 
to make sure we eradicated the
Vpie%students do a lot of travel- 
iilg, we tend to get them in the 
dorms. It always happeii^|itiil|
break. J S'-
—  Alan Pepe
Aisocutc Hircctor of University Housing
As recently as this summer, there 
have been multiple occurrences of 
bed bugs in the on-campus dorms 
and apartments at Cal Poly. So far, 
there have been at least three in­
cidents, said Associate Director o f 
University Housing Alan Pepe.
“The bed bug incidents began 
during winter break last year,” Pepe 
said. “Santa Lucia, Poly Canyon 
aVid Cerro Vista had them, but they 
have all been treated.”
For the students who were not
ment are the best way to get rid of 
the pesky bugs, said a representa­
tive from pest control and exter­
mination company Terminix who 
asked to remain anonymous.
“ Ihose over-the-counter treat­
ments don’t work —  a pest con­
trol professional is needed.”
That is why Cal Poly Housing 
gave Terminix a call.
Although Terminix cannot
see Bed Bugs, page 15
www.mustangdailu;net
R ally  a im s  to  ‘s top  th e  d irty  e n e rg y  p ro p ’
NHA HA MUSTANG DAII.Y
A rally was held yesterday to try and stop Proposition 23« a.k.a. the “Dirty Energy Prop,” from passing in November.
Ih e  rally was organized by The California Public Interest Research Group and was held in the University Union.
Marisa Bloch
M ARI.SABLO CH .M D^ GM AIL.COM
Cal Poly students held a kick-off 
party in the University Union 
(UU ) yesterday evening to en­
courage students to say no to 
Proposition 23. Ihe proposition 
intends to roll back Assembly Bill 
(AB) 32, which reduces pollution
by holding polluters accountable 
for their actions.
Proposition 23 would stop any 
regulations on global warming un­
til unemployment rates reach 5.3 
percent.
The kick-off party was intended 
to get students excited about the 
“say no to Proposition 23 cam­
paign,” run by the California
Public Interest Research Group 
(CALPIRG).
At the rally’s start, a few volun­
teers and the CALPIRG interns in­
troduced themselves and gave their 
perspectives on why Proposition 23 
is a bad idea.
“The campaign intends to get 
see Energy, page 15
Everything you ever needed to know about studying abroad
SARAH PARR MUSTANG DAILY
The Study Abroad Fair, held on Oct. 7, featured booths (or all o f the study abroad options available to students, such as 
studying in London or Peru during the summer, Thailand during the spring or Australia during the winter.
h  WHERE 00 YOU TAKE THE
I I DAILY?
Sarah Parr
SARAHPARR.MD<^MAIL.COM
Dozens packed onto Dexter Lawn 
for the annual Study Abroad Fair on 
Oct. 7, which featured several booths 
providing information on the .study 
abroad, volunteer, scholarship and 
internship opportunities that Cal 
Poly offers.
Faculty-led Programs
C.al Poly has four faculty-led study 
abroad programs with Pro World that 
take place during almost every quar­
ter. A prospective cindidate for the 
program may choo.se to go to Ixindon 
or Peru during the summer, Thailand 
during the spring or Australia during 
the winter.
Industrial engineering junior Riley 
Elliott studied abroad in Cuzco, Peru 
this past summer.
At first, Ellion “experienced a little 
bit o f culture-shock.” but it only lasted 
a few days.
“It was a completely different 
world.” FJliott said.
Depending on the location, stu­
dents have the option of staying with 
a host family or in campus housing, 
which may be a dorn'kory or apart­
ment.
In each of these loaitions. a student 
has the ability to earn transferable Cal 
Poly credit for general education cours­
es taught by Cal Poly professors.
All o f the faculty-led programs also
see Study page 4
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Job Fair attires —  the do’s and don’ts to get the job
see A ttire, page 3
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$65 for one month’s unlimited yoga!
For new patrons only.
1227 Archer St. j Downtown San Luis Obispo 
805.546.9100  | www.smilingdogyogaslo.com
Interested in running in Body and Soul call 805.756.1 U3 or e-mail mustangdailyads@gmail.com
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Attire
continuedfrom page 2
If  you want the job, you’ve got to dress 
the part. And to dress the part, just 
follow these easy tips:
Girls:
The inclination for women hunt­
ing for a job may be to wear your 
“cute” clothes, (i.e. that new Forever 
21 miniskirt that makes your legs look 
like Heidi Klum’s) but often these 
clothes just don’t convey the message 
you think they do. You may like that 
the tube top you’re wearing shows oft 
your shoulders and makes you look 
tan, but all a prospective employer is
going to see is an unprofessional col­
lege student with little knowledge of 
what is appropriate in the workplace. 
Opt for tailored pants, a simple, nice 
blouse and some cute heels. Keep 
your hair simple and near and stay 
away from crazy make-up.
Guys:
Do not, repeat do not, wear your 
worn-in favorite sweats, unless you’re 
wanting to be either a personal trainer 
or an athlete, and even then you could 
at least spring for new ones before 
your interview. Try to keep your attire 
simple, a bunon down shirt with a 
nice jacket is always good. Dress shoes 
are a plus, but not required, as long as 
you aren’t going to wear grimy tennis 
shoe that have seen better days.
The Bad
Resumes: The good, the 
had and the ugly
The Good
133 Mission Btvd, S«n Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Tel: 805-412-4798
jsmithdicalpoly.edu
John Smith
EDUCATION
CallfomI« Polytachnic State University, San 
Expected date of graduation: June 2012 
Degree: Bachelor's of Aits in Journalism 
GPA: 3.75
I Obispo, California Sept 2006-Prasent
eXPERXENCE
Arts e d ito r, San  Luta Ctblapo TImoa, S an  Lu ia  O btapo, CA Jan . 2 0 1 0 ~Prmamnt
•  Set deadlines, organized and edited stones for a 7x weekly paper
• Assigned stones to writers aná reporters
•  Designed pages
M anag in g  a n d  Faaturm a e d ito r. P o ly  Jo vm a la . atudm nt c lu b  O ct. 2 0 09~Proaont
•  Set deadlines, organized and edited stones for a 2x year student-run magazine
• Assigned stones with writers arid photographers to fill a 15-page section
• Research and reported stones
Reporter, San  Lu la  O b iapo  TImma, S an  Lu ia  O b iapo, CA Fab. 2 0 0 9 -Jan . 2010
• Researched and reported 60 stories and 4 videos for a 7x weekly paper
M anag in g  e d ito r, C habo t D a ily , C b ab o t CoHaga, CA
• Edited stories
• Helped the staff ad manager design pages
A ug .-O ac. 2009
In ta m , San  F ra n d a co  Jo u m a la , S an  P ran d aco , CA  Juna -A ug . 2 0 0 7
Produced content for the Sports Talk and Eat Raai sections of the tweekiy publication
E d ito r'm ~ ch ia t, C h ab o t OaUy, C h ab o t Codaga, CA Ja n .-M a y  2 0 07
• Mar^gcd a staff of 10 w rlten and reporters
•  Led meetings, assigned stones, set deadlines, organized and edited page layouts
• Helped the staff ad manager design pages
R ap o rta r, C h ab o t D a ily , C h ab o t CoNaga, CA
•  Produced stones for a monthly newspaper
•  Helped edit stones and create headlines
A ug .-D ae. 2006
SKILLS
Ncroeoft Word, Htcrosoft PowerPoint. IMovle, Excel, Adobe (Photoshop , Illustrator, 
InOesign. Dreamweaver)
Organization, adlting, ante management 
Conversational Spanish artd PrerKh
s
Words of advice from alumni
Brandon Souza, 2008 agricul­
tural business graduate with 
a minor in agricultural com­
munications, former Associate 
Students Inc. president:
“Live it up every single day. I look 
back now and really regret some 
o f those days/nights where I just 
stayed home and watched T V  or 
bummed around —  there’s so much 
to do in SLO  and you’ll never have 
a concentration o f so many friends 
and people your age in one place —  
it truly is the time o f your life.”
Dana Melani, 2008 business 
administration graduate:
“Take every opportunity that pres­
ents itself whether or not you want 
the position long term.
Chances are it will grow into 
something you enjoy or will help 
you find which direction you want 
(or do not want) to go. Remember 
nothing is permanent.
Do not ever allow yourself to be­
come comfortable in a position; 
you should always be challenged 
and should always be learning.
O nce you have outgrown the po­
sition move on, never lose the de­
sire to achieve more and challenge
you rself.
133 Mission Blvd, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
T il: 805-412-4798
jsmithttcalpoly.adu
John Smith
EDUCATION
Califbnnla Polytachnic State Uni varsity, San i 
Expected date of graduation: June 2012 
Degree: Bachelor's of Arts in Journalism
1 Obispo, California Sept. 2008-Present
EXPEIUENCE
M anag ing  an d  Faa tu raa  e d ito r. P o ly  Joum abk a tudan t d u b  O c t 2000 -P raaan t
» Set deadlines, organized and edited sterfes for a 2x year student-run magazine
• Assigned stories with wntera and photographers to fill a 15-page secUon
• Research and reported stories
R apo rta r, S an  Lu la  O b iapo Tlm aa, San Lu ia  O b iapo, CA Fab. 2009~Jan. 2010
• Researched and reported 60 stories and 4 videos fOr a 7x weekly paper
Xntam , San  Fra n d a co  Jo um a la , San  Prandaco^ CA Juna~Aug. 2 0 07
Produced content for the Sports Talk and Eat Real section* of the weekly publication
Taachar'a  A a a la ta n t U tt la  S ta r C h ild  Cara , . I Pran d a oa, CA J u n a S a p t  2009
•KILLS
Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint, Excel, Adobe Photoshop
OrganizaUon, edldng, time management
ProfesslOTiel and responsible work ethic
Effective in team environment end worVe well Independently
Conversational Spanish
T T J h e u g i y
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Susie Penner,
1998, social 
sciences:
“Be open to 
learning in 
general and let­
ting your mind
change as you try new things. Net­
working is important in any career, 
so 1 encourage students to start now 
while they arc still in school. Try 
and find people with careers you 
are interested in and create those 
relationships for mentoring and 
guidance. Mentors have helped me
throughout my entire education 
and career and they can help you 
identify your strengths, weakness­
es, transferable skills, interviewing 
tips and future goals. I also encour­
age students to go after internships 
and other activities outside o f your 
course load.”’
two hands to
read tha paper?
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Study
continued from  pa^e I
feature excursions to scenic, relevant 
cultural or historical sites.
Elliott stayed with a Peruvian family 
in what is known as a homestav —  the
j
option to live and dine widi a native 
host family.
On one of his excursions, Elliott 
ventured to the Amazon rainforest in 
Peru and stayed in an “eco-lodge,” or a 
100 percent sustainable lodge that was 
run by the local tribe. Elliott saw wild 
monkeys and caught a piranha dur­
ing his trip. He fed it a leaf to watch 
its teeth in action, but he ultimately let
It go.
Besides the cultural excursions stu­
dents go on during their study abroad 
experience, many ol the general educa­
tion courses offered often incorporate 
the culture and history of the location 
abroad.
English professor Dustin Stegner 
taught a Shakespeare course irt Lon­
don, so he ux)k his Shakespeare class 
to the Shakespeare-associated Globe 
Theatre, he said.
All excursions are included in the 
faculty-led program packages, unless it 
is an optional trip. Program ft'es vary 
depending on the location of choice. 
lE e  London Study and Australia Study 
programs tend to be the highest cost-
ing and tlie Peru Study program tends 
to be the cheapest. All programs charge 
C"al Poly registration fees.
International Programs (IP)
With the IP program througli the 
California State University (CSU) sys­
tem, ;uchitecture senior Adriana Servin 
was able to experience historical archi­
tecture firsthand in Florence, Italy.
Studying architecture history in 
Florence added another dimension to 
Servin’s studies, since the Italian city is 
significant in the architeemre world.
“It was really cool being able to see 
everything in p>crson,” Servin said.
Servin immersed herself in Italian
Our Pizza, 
Salads, Caizones 
and our famous 
solo stix!
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I f you con understand the circuit above - then you have skills that are 
highly desirable. Please come to our booth at the Fall Career Fair to 
hear about full time entry level jobs at our various locations for ßS, 
MS, or PhD's In Electrical Engineering with academic backgrounds in 
analog circuit design and semiconductor physics.
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Fall Career Fair 
Linear Technology Corporotion 
Information Session October l3th at 6pm Building 10-231
Thursday, October 14, 2010
Networking: 9:30-1:30pm 
Interviews: l:30-4:30pm
Chumash Auditorium, University
www.lincar.com
Linear Technology Corp. (LTC) designs, manufactures and 
markets a broad line of high performonce standard linear 
integrated circuits using CMOS, Bipolar, BiCMOS SiSe and 
Complimentary Bipolar processes. LTC is the most profitable 
semiconductor company in the world, employs 3800 people 
worldwide, and has annual sales of approximately! billion.
architecture for an entire year in 2009. 
Students have the option of staying in 
an IP program for a term or the whole 
year. Servin said she benefited from the 
option of a year-long program. .
Servin has friends who have stud­
ied abroad as well; yet, some of them 
chose to only study abroad for a semes­
ter. They didn’t have the same chance 
to learn the language as well or even 
travel as much .she did, she said.
Like the faculty-led programs, the 
IP programs allow CSU students to 
gain transferable general education 
and major courses. .Servin was able to 
stay on track to graduate while in Flor­
ence.
IP programs can take students any­
where it! the world —  Asia, Eurojx, 
South America or Australia —  for al­
most the same amount it costs to at­
tend a Œ U . Factors like the current 
exchange rate may ;tffect the total esti­
mated cost, though.
National Student Exchange (NSE) 
and Cal Poly International Fatchange 
Prognam (lEP)
For tho.se students who .ire unsure 
of whether or not they œuld handle 
living in a different countrs' for an 
academic term, the option of studying 
“abroad” at a different university in the 
Unitetl .States or Canada territory is 
[.x)ssiblc through the NSE program.
Kristi .Sabti, a recreation manage­
ment .senior at Ferris .State University, 
Michigan, is currently staying at C'al 
Poly through the NSE program for the 
year.
.Sabo recommends both studying 
abroad oversetts and at a different uni­
versity with the NSE program.
“1 would recomrriend NSE as a 
stepping stone to studying abroad (in a 
different country)," .Sabo .said.
As most o f the university exchanges 
offer the same tuition and fees as the 
home university, “it is an inexpensive 
way to experience a different culture," 
Sabo said.
Similar to the NSE program, estcept 
with exchanges of students in many 
different countries, Polys Interna­
tional Exchange Program (lEP) allows 
smdents to pay only (2al Poly fees and 
receive financial aid as an exchange stu­
dent in a foreign country.
Many collies and departments 
have exchange agreements with uni­
versities all over the world, including 
some in Brazil, Germany, India or Fin­
land.
AiBliated progranu
Tuesday, 0 c lo b e r l2 .2010
There are options to travel to over 
30 countries with affiliated programs. 
An affiliated program may offer courses 
that complement or expand a student’s 
major or minor.
One such program, AustraLearn, 
iillows students to study subjects per­
taining to their major or minor in Aus­
tralia, New Zealand or Fiji. Another, 
the University Studies Abroad Con­
sortium, has major programs in less 
demanded places, such as Puntarenas, 
Costa Rica, or Pau, France.
Affiliated programs still allow stu­
dents to retain their federal financial 
aid, but students have to pay the affili­
ated program’s fees instead of Cal Poly 
fees.
lb study abroad with an affiliated 
program, a student must have at least a 
2.5 GPA (but some academic programs 
may recluiré a higher GPA) and must 
have at least a sophomore standing.
Peace Cx>ips and AISEC
For (x;ople who’d rather volunteer 
instead of study abroad, the Peace 
Corps offer programs in over 77 coun­
tries.
I he programs last 27 months and 
volunteers live with a particular com­
munity and provide “technical assis­
tance in six program are;us: education, 
youth iutd community development, 
health, husint s^s and information and 
communications technology', agricul­
ture and environment,” according to 
the Peace (xrrjrs website.
Peace 0>rps volunteers usiuilly have 
a dexent combination of job experience 
and education, but a four-year college 
degree isn’t required for each program. 
Volunteers aLsti receive an allowance 
during their term.
Although a prospective Peace C’orps 
voluntcxt may choose their ideal des­
tination, their country of choice isn’t 
guaranteed.
Bc“sidcs volunteering and studying 
abroad, the option of interning abroad 
is also available for students who want 
to become involved in die fields of 
management, technology, education 
or development.
AISEC is a smdent-run organiza­
tion that allows students to become 
involved in international leadership 
by providing internships in over 100 
countries.
No nutter the activity, whether it 
be taking classes, volunteering or in­
terning, Cal Poly students have the op­
portunity to have a global experience 
during their suy.
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W hen professionals as passionate as ours com bine the m ost advanced m aterials with the latest 
engineering, the result is products like the Phantom  Eye and the 787 Dreamliner. W hether th ey ’re 
delivering high-altitude, hydrogen-pow ered surveillance or greater passenger com fort, each does  
so with a sm aller carbon footprint and few er overall emissions. Boeing is w here you can work on 
new innovations that will forever shape the future of flight. Join us and discover how it feels to soar.
www.boeing.com/careers/CalPoly
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Boeing is an equal opportunity employer supporting diversity in the workplace.
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and there's no telling 
what you can achieve
New challenges. Global insight. Opportunities to grow. An internship at 
Ernst & Young offers you all this and more. From day one, you’ll be part 
of an inclusive environment that welcomes your point of view and 
supports whatever you bring to the table. We’re looking for future 
leaders, so this is your chance to show us what you've got.
What's next for your future?
Text EY Edge to 58592 to learn more about our people, 
culture and opportunities.
ÊI Ernst a Young
Quality In Everythinfi Wc Do
Together, we can make a 
sm art investment in your future. 
Parker Hannifin Corporation is 
looking for outstanding students 
who are ready to begin their 
careers with the global leader 
in motion and control technologies.
Co’ op opportunities are in 
Irvine, C alifornia.
Current openings include:
• Aerospace engineers
• Industrial engineers
• Mechanical engineers
• Computer engineers
Opportunités in technical sales for 
engineering graduates are available 
nationwide.
Joti) The Parker Aerospace team  ar- operanr’g grour of Parker Hannitiri 
Corporation. Parker is a $10 billion Fortur'i; 300 onu'/anv and giooal
provider or moti: - ontr ,;
ürlœr Aerospace
Equal opportunity aMirm ativf. action «mptoyar 
U S citiran  or U.S permanent raaldant «t.itiis  requiroci
E N C IN E F R IN G  Y O U R  S U C C E S S
ap p ly : w w w .parker.com
P lease v is it o u r e x h ib it a t  
the  Fall Job Fair.
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Word on 
the Street
Do you think the Career Fair is 
effective in giving students 
information about employment 
opportunities?
“It’s a good way for busi­
nesses to talk to students, 
but I think it could be better 
advertised.”
— Daniel Cunningham, 
landscape architectuie 
junior
“I have to go for one of my 
classes, and it seems pretty 
cool."
— Katherine Favor, 
fruit science freshman
li
“I think it’s a good idea, espe­
cially since people from ma­
jor companies show up."
— Jackson Kelly, civil 
engineering junior
W ‘
“I think it's effective — I have 
a friend who found a job 
through the Career Fair.”
— Angelica Adragna. 
nutrition senior
“I think It’s good that stu-. . 
dents can talk to companies 
and find out the aspects of 
the work.”
— Victory Chang, software 
engineennc) freshman
•'I think it’s really helpful for 
students in engineering and 
business.''
— Emily Morellf, journalism 
junior . .  . ,
m ustangdaily.net
I
It's the best thing  
since sliced bread.
wvvw.mustangclaily.net
Entrepreneurship:
/ wanna be a billionaire, so frickin’ bad
Careers, circa 1950
Get a job somewhere, work there 
your whole life, get bored as hell, re­
tire, then die.
Careers circa 2000
Get a job somewhere, work there 
for a while, get bored, look for a new 
job, find one, quit your current job 
and start a new one. Work at your 
new job for a while, get bored, look 
for a new job, find one, quit your cur­
rent job and stan working for a new 
one. Insert gening fired somewhere, 
maybe taking a break to travel or have 
kids, maybe a mid-life crisis. Lather, 
rinse, repeat. Retire, then die.
WTF?
Sound fun? Not likely. Nobody 
likes “working” and nobody likes 
“jobs.” As a result, once people be­
came more mobile and‘more oppor­
tunities arose, a lot more career tran­
sience became trendy. Get bored and 
move on. But do you really want to 
go your whole life working at a job. 
even if you are moving to a new one 
every few years to spice it up?
There is another option, one that 
has the ability to be incredibly fiilfill- 
ing, profitable, heart-breaking, bank­
rupting, exciting, pleasurable and ter­
rifying all at the same time. It s called 
entrepreneurship and believe it or 
not, it drives this world.
I want to be a billionaire, so 
freakin’ bad.
You know those companies that 
are at the career fair? Started by en­
trepreneurs. You know that deli you 
frequent at lunch time? Staned by 
an entrepreneur. Bulls, Black Sheep, 
D TB (now SLO Brewing Co.), and 
whatever Marti s is now called? Start­
ed by entrepreneurs. That’s right,'
every business you experience, every 
product you buy and every nibvie 
you see has roots formed by a person 
just like you: educated in some way 
or another, motivated for their own 
success and willing to take a risk and 
get a reward. Why then do some in­
stitutions seem to ignore this hidden 
path to success? Why do we have ca­
reer fairs and not entrepreneurship 
fairs? Why can only Stanford grads 
start billion-dollar tech firms? What 
resources are already available but not 
promoted as well as the career center 
is promoted?
Why this column?
1 am a Cal Poly alumnus and I 
started my own business. Over the 
next year, 1 will profile fellow Cal 
Poly alumni who have al.so gone on 
to start successful businesses as well as 
key alumni, faculty and resources that 
promote entrepreneurship among 
students. 'Ihrough this column 1 will 
showcase entrepreneurship from an 
alumni perspective and inspire stu­
dents to seek out this hidden path 
and never look back. Hopefidly I can 
save one poor student from a fate of 
boredom and that will be well worth
Upcoming events
If  you are interested, check out the 
Cal Poly Entrepreneurship Forum on 
Ihursday, O a . 21 at 5 p.m. You can 
get more details and register at Cal- 
PolyEntrepreneurship.com.
Jesse Duruion graduated Jrom Cal 
Poly with a BS in Industrial Technology 
in 2 0 0 7 and an M S in Industrial Tech­
nology in 2008. He is co-founder and 
CEO o f HATHWAY, a creative agency 
that let>erages open-source technology to 
provide Web design, dex>ebpment and 
marketing services for businesses across 
the world.
Cal Poly alumnus
tips for
TH E  W O RLD’S LEADING  EYE CARE COMPANY
Alcon Laboratories selected as 
Fortune Magazine’s *‘ 100 BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR”
Eleven years in a row starting in 1999
At Alcon, we develop, manufacture and market ophthalmic pharmaceuticals, ophthalmic surgical 
equipment and devices, contact lens care products and other consumer eye care products that treat 
diseases and conditions of the eye. With the exception of eye-glasses and contact lenses, we operate 
in all the areas of optithalmology. Our broad range of products represents the strongest portfolio in the 
ophthalmic industry and we have leading market share positions across most product categories.
We recruit at Cal Poly SLO for our facility located in Irvine, California for co-ops. contract, career 
and temporary employment for entry level engineers. Our facility manufactures and designs surgical 
equipment and devices used in cataract and vitreoretinal surgery. At the ITC (Irvine Technology Center) 
we work to create a leader in the surgical instrumentation business for Alcon. Our organization consists 
of manufacturing, research and development, technical services, quality, finance, IT, human resources, 
and materials/warehousing.
COME SEE US AT THE JOB FAIR!
Alcon ic 1 5 8 0 0  Alton Parkway "k Irv ine . CA 9 2 6 1 8  k  w w w .alcon labs.com
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It's the best thing 
since sliced bread.
Orchesis d irector turns passion into career
Kelly Cooper
KELLYCOOPER.MD@'GMAIL.C:OM
Like many college-aged students, 
Diana Stanton wasn’t sure what type 
oi career she wanted to pursue in her 
early 20s. A competitive gymnast 
early on, Stanton didn’t know that 
her brush with modern dance at a 
community college w'as her ticket 
to eventual success in the academic 
world.
“It was the first time I had ever 
taken, ever auditioned for or ever 
been in a modern piece,” Stanton, 
who is the present day director of 
Cal Poly’s dance company Orchesis 
and full-time professor, said, “That 
meant I had to take modern dance 
—  and I had an epiphany. I thought, 
this is right. This feels really good.”
Stanton’s early epiphany brought 
her to two conclusions: she wanted 
to choreograph and she wanted to 
teach in the college setting.
So, she headed to University o f 
California, Irvine to get her Bachelor 
o f Fine Arts and later to the Univer­
sity o f Colorado at Boulder for her 
Master o f Fine Arts.
“UC Irvine was very classical —  
lots o f ballet. And Boulder was ver\’
P iu n o  COURI KSY o r  KIKI. CARKKAD p h o t o  c o u r t e s y  o f  KEITH MOSHER
Diana Stanton found her passion for modem dance in community college at 20. Stanton is the co-director of modem dance company. Variable Velocity.
alternative,” Stanton said. “I was 
climbing <m rock walls and doing 
contact improv, throwing people 
around, writing all these deeply phil­
osophical articles. (It was) technical 
discipline and creative explosion put 
together. 1 really feel lucky that 1 got 
such a diverse education.”
After dancing with k>cal com­
panies and doing her own choreog­
raphy as well as teaching at Cucsta 
Clommunity College and the Pacific 
Conservatory of Performing Arts 
o f Allan Hancmk College, Stanton
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landed a position as a part-time pro­
fessor at Cal Poly 11 years ago and 
was apjTointed to a full-time teaching 
position three years agtt.
“It took me 20 years to get this 
job,” Stanton said. “I started danc­
ing in my early rwenties, and when 
1 figured out what I wanted to do, it 
took me 20 years, hut I teel so lucky 
because it’s exactly what 1 wanted to 
do.”
, Contrary to chasing a profession­
al dance career, Stanton never aspired 
to be on Broadway. Ibis, she said, is
a tough career path to follow, espe­
cially at an older age.
“I really wanted to teach,” she 
said. “And 1 knew that I had to go 
to grad school and I knew rh.»t 1 had 
to have some profc.ssional experience 
to do that. And that’s really what 1 
wanted to do. lb become a profes­
sional dancer as a performer is very 
difficult. And by the time people 
reach college age, they should already 
be there.”
Today, Stanton is busy juggling 
her position as director of Orchesis,
co-director o f Variable Velocity —  a 
local non-profit, modern dance com­
pany which Stanton cofounded with 
friend jude (.dark Warnishcr —  as 
well as all the accoutrements o f being 
a full-time professor. Stanton said 
the administrative work sometimes 
interferes with her original passion 
to create work.
“It’s really hard to find time to 
make sure I stay an artist as well.” 
Stanton said. “Just trying to maintain
see Orchesis, page 9
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Celebrate O ctober w ith  O a kto b e rfe st
Jessica Tam
JESSICATAM.MD@CMAIL.COM
The sixth annual OaktobcrFest, host­
ed by Firestone Walker Brewing Co., 
is being held at the Avila Beach Golf 
Resort this Saturday, Oct. 16, to 
raise money for Hospice o f San Luis 
Obispo.
Oaktoberfest is a mimic celebra­
tion o f Munich, Germany’s famous 
cultural festival, Oktoberfest. fhe 
event started in 1810 as a celebration 
for the King’s wedding and became 
so popular that the party took place 
again the following year and eventu­
ally became a tradition. In Germany, 
the event is held for a period ol 16 
days and is one o f the world’.s largest 
fairs.
Modeling the German.s’ annual 
lestivity, Oaktoberfest is designed to 
provide people with the Bavarian ex­
perience, centering on the customary
Bavarian attire. German food and 
most notably, the beer. Following 
tradition. Firestone Walker Brew­
ing Co. is supplying the beer and 
is aiming to live up to the festival’s 
customs.
“Firestone brews their own Oak­
toberfest beer every year. We’re try­
ing to make it (the most) authentic 
(jerman Oktoberfest (as possible),’’ 
Evan Dyer, Firestone Walker Brew­
ing Co. events coordinator, said.
Not only is Firestone Walker pro­
viding the beer, they are also part­
nering up with Hospice o f San Luis 
Obispo, a volunteer-based facility 
dedicated to helping the community 
by providing free counseling and 
emotional support to anyone deal­
ing with grievances. A portion of the 
proceeds will go to Hospice.
“Firestone wanted a signature 
event and partnered with Hospice. 
Since (Oaktoberfest) started, it has
(XniRTESY P H o ro
Participants at last year's Oaktoberfest adhered to the theme in German attire.
Orchesis
conttnuftlJrotn paf>c 8
that balance is a little bit trick).”
Appointed to the position of Di­
rector o f Orchesis three years ago. 
Stanton is putting her stamp on 
the company both technically and 
philo.sophically. Stanton, for one, is 
trying to shorten the annual show, as 
it has traditionally been longer. Yet 
on a more personal level, Stanton is 
tr)'ing to reach her dancers from an 
academic standpoint rather than a 
“studio” approach.
“What I’m trying to bring them 
is an educational aspect o f dance —  
understanding that choreography 
takes work and a creative process and 
its not just handed to you in a box 
that you drive up to the window and 
order,” Stanton said.
Sun ton’s dancers are indeed aware 
o f her teaching philosophy. Mechani­
cal engineering junior Aimee Warner, 
who has been involved with .Orchesis 
for three years, said that Stanton in­
corporates education and thought 
into her directing.
“l l ie  thing about Diana is she re­
ally focuses on making our college 
dance experience an academic col­
lege experience,” Warner said.
Warner also said Diana’s original 
motivation to create comes through 
in her teaching.
“It’s very evident that it is her pas­
sion, and creation is her passion,” 
Warner said.
Warner, along with three other 
members o f Orchesis, is one o f the 
arts administrative interns, which 
are the equivalent o f officers for a 
club. Business administration junior 
Guinevere Chan, is al.so one o f the 
interns and has been involved with
been a charity event,” said Katie 
Manley, event coordinator for Avila 
Beach Golf Resort. “There is no set 
goal (to how much we can raise). Wc 
always try to raise as much as we can; 
it is based on ticket sales.”
The charity event will mimic
Oktoberfest as close to the German 
original as possible, featuring various 
games and contests.
“We try to keep (Oaktoberfest) 
pretty traditional; we are definitely 
mocking the (Oktoberfest) festival,” 
Manley said. “We’re having the beer
Olympics, which includes events such 
as a keg toss, barrel roll and the stein 
race. Ihcre will also be a costume 
contest (for participants) who are best 
dressed in lederhosen or dirndl.”
see Oaktoberfest, page 11
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('frehesis for three years.
C^ han said Stanton does a good 
job of l e t t i n g  dancers know they're 
ii(»i in h ig h  schtK >l anymore.
“\’ou're in college," Chan said. 
“You’re not just dancing, you’re 
learning how to move.”
CTan said .Stanton wants her 
dancers to think about dance beyond 
Orchesis and the studio and incorpo­
rate it into their future.
“.Something she said recently re­
ally stuck with me that kind o f de­
scribes how she teaches —  when 
you learn how to create dance, not 
just take it into your body and do it, 
when you learn to create movement, 
that's something that will stick with 
you for the rest o f your life,” C>han 
said. “So I think she really emphasiz­
es not just dancing but really going 
through each movement, making it 
very organic and true to your body.” 
Stanton said she hopes the members 
o f Orchesis will learn to find the 
theoretical and philosophical asp^ts^ 
o f dance as well as create art beyond  ^
their time in college.
“What happens a lot o f times, cs- 
f>ecially in this university, is people 
dance —  they’ll do Orchesis and then 
go get a job and never dance again,” 
Stanton said. “So unless they learn 
how to create dance —  unless they 
learn what goes into it —  they won’t 
be able to do it for themselves.” 
Whether she is experimenting 
with pieces at Variable Velocity, di­
recting Orchesis or grading papers, 
Stanton, although busy and admit­
tedly stressed from time to time, is 
exactly where she wants to be —  in 
the world and career she has created 
for herself.
“My favorite thing to do is to be 
in rehearsal, really,” Stanton said. “I 
just want to make dances.^.............. * '
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The almighty apple 
the ‘peak of its season’
An apple a day keeps the doctor 
away.
This saying has for years locked 
the perennial apple into the closet of 
everyday and boring. Although the 
apple has been locked in the closet 
o f everyday, it is apparently in almost 
every American home —  the apple is 
among the top four fruits purchased 
by the United States population.
So, if this many people seem to 
buy apples year-round I think it is 
my duty to inform the Cal Poly stu­
dent population that this pomaceous 
fruit, a member of the Rose family, is 
in the peak of its season.
Yes, it is a perennial fruit, but one 
can pick the sweetest, juiciest and 
most flavorful apples between the 
months o f September and Novem­
ber. No wonder the apple pie is such 
a notorious sweet guest at the end of 
home-cooked Thanksgiving dinners.
We are right in the prime o f this 
apple season’s peak, so why not un­
lock the closet chains o f everyday 
and bring a new light to this fruit, as 
it can be found just around the cor­
ner in its most delicious form.
Before we get to cooking and tast­
ing this yummy fruit, why not take a 
gander at its benefits that we all too 
often take for granted.
As with many fruits, the skin of 
the apple is very nurrient-rich. This 
is something to keep in mind when a 
recipe calls for peeled apples —  why 
not get a bigger health benefit and 
just leave the skin on for a little extra 
texture and lots o f added nutrients?
Furthermore, an apple’s appeal is 
more than skin deep —  beyond its 
skin, the apple flesh still has many 
benefits to boast.
Apples have a unique ability to 
help regulate blood sugar through 
flavonoids. These flavonoids inhibit 
enzymes that breakdown complex 
carbohydrates; thus, with less bro­
ken-down complex carbs, there are 
less simple sugars that the blood has 
to deal with.
Apples have also been linked to 
lowering cancer risks. The anti-in­
flammatory and antioxidant compo­
nents they contain arc most readily 
connected to lowering the risk o f co­
lon, prostate and lung cancer.
If all these health benefits still 
don’t move apples from the category 
o f everyday boring to extraordinary, 
then perhaps knowing there are more 
than 7,^00 known cultivars (differ­
ent types o f fruit deliberately bred 
for desirable qualities such as flavor, 
size and disease resistance) will bring 
it up a notch.
Even if you choose to eat an apple 
a day, if you truly take advantage of 
the variety offered, I can’t imagine 
that your taste buds and senses will 
remain bored.
The trip to get the apple can keep 
you just as far from boredom as well. 
I f  you have a free morning why hot 
bike to Avila Valley Barn and pick 
your own apples as a part o f their U- 
Pick fun? The marvelous thing about 
picking your own apple is not only 
that you can’t get any closer to pick­
ing the perfectly ripe fruit, but you 
can also learn that the same apple 
tree can bear multiple different cul­
tivars.
When you pick an apple from the 
tree, or even from the market, be sure 
to keep the stem anached, as it aids 
in keeping the fruit fresh longer. As 
with most fruits, look for an apple 
clear o f bruises —  don’t even grab 
the apple sitting next to the bruised 
one; the bruised apple releases ethyl­
ene gas and enhances the spoilage of 
surrounding apples.
Apples will store quite nicely in 
a cool dry place and for up to three 
months in the fridge, but let’s be hon­
est, I am writing here on foods that 
are in season —  don’t buy it in season 
and wait to cat it until it is out o f sea­
son. For the best taste o f the season, 
eat the fruit within a reasonable time 
after purchasing or picking it.
The last thing to send you away 
with before you run off and bite into 
a delectable apple treat is the fact that 
there is a difference between apples 
for cooking and apples for quick 
snacks. Sure all apples are good for 
eating, but not all apples arc quite 
as good for cooking. When cooking 
with apples, stick to varieties such 
as Rome Beauty, Gala and Granny 
Smiths. These varieties are high in 
malic acid, which allows them to 
breakdown while still retaining much 
of the valued texture and flavor.
Now that you have bitten into the 
forbidden fruit and tasted it.s won­
der, I challenge you to Rgure out next 
week’s divine featured food.
CLUE: In 1948 Marilyn Mon-
loc was crowned the first ________
Queen,
see Foodt page t /
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Upside Down Apple Pancakes
arts
Ingredients t
1/2 cup all-purpose flour 
1/2 tsp baking powder 
1 tbs sugar v
1 pinch salt 
1 cup milkv
1 l / Z ^  vahllla extract
2 tbs unsaltcd butter, melted 
1/4 tsp ground cloves
1 tsp cinnamon
2 tbs unsalred butter jSr
3 tbs sugar ^
1/2 tsp ground cinnamon 
1/2 tsp ground nutmeg 
1 large cooking apple cored and 
sliced
Directiont'
1. Preheat oven to 425“F
2. In a blender, mix first 10 in­
gredients on medium speed until 
well blended. Let stand for 15 min­
utes. ^
3. Melt butter in a 10 inch ov­
enproof skillet. Mix remaining sug­
ar, spices and apple in a small bowl. 
Add mixture to the skillet. Cook on 
medium heat until mixture begins 
to bubble.
4. Eircnly spread apple mixture 
over the skillet and pour prepared 
batter over. ;
5. Bake for 15 minutes. Reduce 
heat to 375“F and bake 10 more 
minutes. Top with honey, syrup or 
jam. Enjoy!
Heathtrr Rockwood is a food scirnces 
junior.
Oaktoberfest
continuedfoom page 9
Nevertheless, the festival will in­
clude some differences compared to 
previous years.
“It used to be held in Paso Rob­
les at River Oaks," Dyer said. “We 
moved it because Paso is usually 
around 100 degrees this time of 
year. Also, Avila Beach G olf Resort 
is nicer weather, better scenery and 
near the beach."
Not only has the location 
changed, but ticket prices have 
been reduced from $45 to $15.
“Last year, we included lunch in 
the ticket price,” Manley said. “This 
year, that will not be available. Ihe 
ticket price covers admission into 
the event, free shuttle service, a half 
liter beer stein and your first beer,"
Ihis event has already attracted 
the community, especially students 
at Cal Poly. For some it will be their 
first time attending the event, while 
others, like mechanical engineering 
senior Toni Vi, are excited to relive 
the festival.
“luist year was m\’ first year go­
ing and it was exciting to experi­
ence the celebration of a different 
culture,” Vi said. “It was fun to .see 
.some of the games, especially the 
keg toss. I’m definitely going back 
(this year) to experience it again.”
Tickets arc available online at 
WWW.oaktoberfest.com for $15 per 
person in advance or $20 per perst>n 
on the day of the event. Attendees 
must be at least 21 to attend.
A
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Ecolab has topped $6 billion in sales as the global leader in premium 
sanitation, cleaning and food safety products and services. As a fortune 
500 company with an unparalleled reputation for customes service and a 
serious sustainability focus, we make the world a cleaner, safer, healthier
place.
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for more information
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Politics is more than Liberals and Conservatives
I VE L ETTERS TO  L1B E R T Y
c
Political discus.sion.s in modern 
America arc almost always divided 
between liberalism and con.serva- 
tism. The meanings of these terms 
have drifted and changed over the 
years and they are difficult to precise­
ly define, hut they arc clean and safe 
and provide the minimum elements 
necessary u> perpetuate the conHict 
hetw'een “U.s” and “ Ihem. ”
Cirowing up with a liheral/conser- 
vative dichotomy was very comfort­
able tor me. It provided an ironclad 
identity that tieii together cverv 
aspect of life into an in.stantly-rec- 
ogni/.ahle package. f-Aery question, 
every conHict fit neatly into this tw«>- 
category filing system like a perleu- 
ly-engincered component in a per­
fectly-engineered machine. And why 
shouldn’t it? Ihesc two perspectives 
were comprehensive and adequate. 
If an issue did not fit. it was merely 
l e^cau-sc it was not correctly under­
stood. Iherc were no other serious 
political positions and if there were 
other positions, they were held by 
harmless radicals with too much time 
and not enough marbles. Two view­
points were already quite enough for 
reasonable adults. Ihe situation was 
simple enough —  yes or no, for or 
against? Should the government do 
such-and-such a thing or not?
I was a good boy. I was extra care­
ful not to rock the boat. There was a
definite plan for the world and every­
thing in it and my job was to make 
sure that everything went according 
to plan. Certain groups of people 
were “wrong," which fru.strated me 
greatly, hut the “good guys vs. bail 
guys” template offered a soothing 
explanation and framework for the 
conflict. 1 guess that was part of the 
plan too.
And then people 1 knew started 
,asking strange questions, objecting 
to both the common-sense structures 
we had grown up with as well .is the 
alternatives offered by the other side. 
CTnc by one they descended into the 
morass of unconventional politics 
and third-party systems, some even 
declaring themselves as l.ibertarians. 
1 knew these people. Ihey had good 
hearts, flow could they supfsort the 
“right” of people to mess things up? 
How could a good fX.*r.son demand 
that the “way things should be” 
ought to be vulnerable?
I made the mistake o f arguing 
instead of dismissing and I lost my 
arguments. I discovered that I was 
full of contradictions and that my 
assumptions contradicted my values. 
It was a long process, but I have be­
come what I mistrusted and discov­
ered that it’s not so bad. My journey 
into libertarianism was painful but 
rewarding and I want to pass on the
lessons I learned in the hope that 
others can profit. Iherc are some 
bridges here that deserve crossing, 
and the first step in crossing a bridge 
is knowing that it exists.
Ihe dichotomy between liberal­
ism and conservatism is nor entirely 
false, but it is incomplete. Ihey ask 
the question, “How should the world 
he?” It is an important question, but 
there is a second one which they do 
not ask -  “What is my place in the 
world?” Or put another way, “What 
is the proper extent oL my power?” 
It is with this second question that 
libertarianism attempts to an.swer.
C'onventional politics assumes 
a large authority to move, direct, 
mandate and control. Ihe primary 
conHict is how to use that author­
ity. l.ihertarianism largely rejects it. 
Just because .something ought to he 
a certain way doesn’t mean that we 
have the right to force it to happen
But if your place in the world is 
humble, it is also proud, because no 
one else can take it. To be a Liber­
tarian is to recognize that each per­
son has an area of responsibility and 
power. It is small, but it is sacred, 
and no one cati invade it without 
deeply violating the proper order o f 
the world.
To be a Libertarian is to accept 
that you must take responsibility for 
yourself, nobody else can properly 
do it for you. Responsibility is a nov­
el idea today, hut that is why we are 
iti so much trouble. We are drown­
ing in the belief that everything will 
he better if only we could figure out 
a sufficiently clever method o f forc­
ing people to change. But no form 
of cleverness can help us because we 
have assumed a false premise that 
forcing people to change is a solu­
tion.
To be a Libertarian is to recog­
nize that your place in the world 
is humble and your influence is 
one of cooperation.
— Eric Baldwin
l.ihcrr;irijii cofunmist
and just because we have the power 
to do something doesn't mean that 
wc have the authority to do so. 1 did 
not have the right to make sure that 
everything turns out okay. No one 
does.
I do not have the right to fix 
people. Even if I could wave a wand 
and heal the world of all its faults, it 
would be a crime against humanity 
hecau.se I am not God. To be a Liber­
tarian is to recognize that your place 
in the world is humble and that your 
influence is one o f cooperation and 
consent instead o f coercion and con-
Modern politics is a lot like danc­
ing barefoot on broken glass, l.iher- 
alism claims wc should be forced to 
tango while conservatism claims wc 
should be forced to line dance, bur 
they both believe that if wc could 
just dance correctly our feet will 
stop hurting. Libertarianism recog­
nizes that the only solution is to stop 
dancing.
Eric Baldwin is an electrical enginer­
ing senior and Mustang Daily liber­
tarian columnist.
You've been poked by
The Mustang Daily
Poke them  back a t
www.mustangdaily.net
Hey, we’ve got a real news feed too.
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Media should not choose sides in First Amendment fight
If the cliched legal admonition that 
hard cases make bad law is true, then 
no matter how the U.S. Supreme 
Court decides Snyder v, Phelps, the 
result will be wretched.
Ib e  Phelps in this instance are 
Fred Phelps and two o f his daughters, 
both members o f the Topeka, Kan.- 
based Westboro Baptist Church their 
father founded and still directs. It 
is a tiny, vilely cultish congregation 
consisting almost entirely o f the el-
they had “taught Matthew to defy his 
creator.”
Albert Snyder filed a federal law­
suit charging that he and his family 
had been defamed, had suffered in­
vasion of privacy and endured emo­
tional distre.ss. Before trial, the defa­
mation issue was thrown out on the 
grounds that the Phelpses’ noxious 
allegations were protected religious 
speech, but the defendants were 
found to have invaded the Snyders’
m '^ we. really want a society
no private place 
for grief?
ing rhe New York Times, the Wall 
Street Journal and the Tribune Co. 
—  have joined in a friend-of-the- 
court brief supporting Westboro.
“Most reasonable people would 
consider the funeral protests con­
ducted by members o f rhe Westboro 
Baptist Church to be inexplicable 
and hateful,” the news organiza­
tions argue. “But to silence a fringe 
messenger because o f the distaste­
fulness o f the message is antitheti­
cal to the First Amendment’s most 
basic precepts. ... TTiis case tests the 
mettle o f even the most ardent free 
speech advocates because the under­
lying speech is so repugnant. How­
ever, the particular facts o f this case 
should not be used to fashion a 1st 
Amendment exemption for offensive
speech. No less a principle is at stake • 
than the central tenet o f the First 
Amendment that the government 
must remain neutral in the market­
place o f ideas.”
It’s the sound argument but a 
bloodless one —  arid to be morally 
and socially responsible, as well as 
constitutionally correct, it requires 
that those advancing it recognize 
that although government must be 
neutral, the news media must not be 
indifferent to the implications o f the 
Snyder family’s claims. Do we really 
want a society that makes no private 
place for grief? Albert Snyder and his 
wife are private people dragged into 
this for no reason other than that 
their son’s sacrifice in the execution 
o f a public duty made them the tar-
get o f lunatics.
If  we’re going to argue that they 
must endure this for the common 
good, then the news media ought 
to do the decent and the rational 
thing and ignore Westboro’s future 
protests. As the Anti-Defamation 
League pointed out in its analysis o f 
this hate church, its tiny congrega­
tion seems to live for little but pub­
licity.
If Albert Snyder and his fam­
ily must forbear to protect the First 
Amendment, the American media 
owes it to them to restrain their vul­
gar impulse toward rhe bizarre and 
the sensational.
limothy Rut ten is a columnist fo r the 
Los Angeles Times.
—  Timothy Rutten
I .os Angeles 11 mes columnist
der Phelps’ extended family and es­
pousing virulent hatred o f gays and 
lesbians. Catholics, jews, the U.S. 
government ... and Swedes. In re­
cent years, Westboro members have 
gone about the countr)’ picketing the 
funerals o f service men and women 
killed in Iraq and Afghanistan. They 
hold up signs proclaiming that Cod 
hates homosexuals and, because the 
military endorses “don’t ask, don’t 
tell,” God punishes U.S. troops.
The other litigant is Albert Sny­
der, whose son, Matthew —  a Ma­
rine lance corporal —  was killed in 
Iraq. When his family buried him 
in Maryland, Phelps and his two 
daughters traveled from Kansas 
to picket the funeral, holding up 
signs that read “God hates you” and 
“You’re going to hell,” as well as anti­
gay and anti-Catholic slogans. (The 
Snyder family is Roman Catholic.) 
Later, on one o f its many websites, 
the Westboro church posted an essay 
that assailed Snyder and his wife for 
raising their son a Catholic, alleging
privacy and to have inflicted distress. 
The jury awarded the family $10.9 
million in damages, subsequently 
reduced by half. Two years ago, the 
U.S. 4th Circuit C'ourt o f Appeals 
overturned the verdict, ruling that 
both the Phelpses’ speech and their 
picketing were protected by the First 
Amendment.
Snyder appealed to the U.S. Su­
preme Court, which heard argu­
ments in the case Wednesday.
The court’s willingness to ac­
cept Snyder’s appeal alarmed First 
Amendment advocates, who fear the 
conservative majority may find that 
the Snyders’ right to privacy and to 
be shielded from hate speech trumps 
the Phelpses’ right to free expression. 
Others worry that a decision for the 
Snyders might imp>ose burdensome 
new restrictions on Internet bloggers, 
who frequently direct comments at 
people who are not public figures.
As a consequence, the Reporters 
Committee for Freedom o f the Press 
and 21 news organizations —  includ-
I love women squirting, it gets me so 
hard and ready.
—  Peter
In response to “The secret life o f squirt-
mers
Leland Yee is a San Francisco politi­
cian who has received tens o f thou­
sands o f dollars from civil servant’s 
unions throughout his political life.
Knowing the sute is facing mas­
sive deficits, Yee attempted to pay­
back his union backers by trying to 
gain access to foundation monies so 
they could be distributed to union 
employees such as those found at 
every level of Cal Poly and related 
organizations.
Thanlcfiiliy Yee’s attempt was 
thwarted. Perhaps now he’ll focus on 
the real reason for the deficits which 
are the pensions and benefits paid to
his union buddies.
—  D an
In mponse to "Gov. Schwarztneger 
vetoes the Higher Education Transpar­
ency Bill"
I too left the meeting more discour­
aged than before.
W hen I first visited Cal Poly and 
met the journalism faculty and staff, 
I was heartened by how invested they 
seemed in the students and our work, 
and over the past year I have become 
gradually more disheartened by what 
is happening to this department. To 
be honest, I feel cheated, and worry 
about how well this department can 
function (especially the somewhat- 
snubbed PR track) with these ongo­
ing issues.
The “answers" provided at the 
meeting were vague at best, and both 
Levenson and Halisky obviously 
skirted questions addressing the fact 
that current journalism students 
have been left high and dry. I honest­
ly hope these two can get it together 
and put in a litde more effort to en­
sure that their number one respon­
sibility —  the current jour students 
—  will get the education they were 
promised.
— Anonym ous
In response to "Cal Poly journalism 
department: foaing more on change 
than past problems"
1 consider myself very fortunate to 
be someone whose professional life 
was shaped in many positive ways 
because I have an undergraduate de­
gree in journalism from Cal Poly San 
Luis Obispo.
1 interacted with faculty mem­
bers like Jim Hayes and the late Ed 
Zuchelli, and university administra­
tors such as Cal Poly president Dr. 
Robert E. Kennedy. Later in my pro­
fessional life when I became a univer­
sity professor, I always remembered 
how genuine and real Dr. Kennedy 
was with me when I was reporting 
the Cal Poly news on KCPR and 
writing local Cal Poly stories for 
publication in Mustang Daily. That 
influenced how 1 behaved and how I
treated my students.
I also chose to emulate behaviors 
that faculty members Hayes and 
Zuchelli demonstrated to me worked 
well in guiding someone’s profes­
sional career like they guided mine. I 
expect that I am not alone as a mem­
ber of the Cal Poly alumni when 1 ex­
press my sadness and dismay at how 
the journalism department turned 
out in the 21st century, especially af­
ter such a strong and promising start. 
It is also easy for me to understand 
why any current journalism major 
might be considering a transfer else­
where if it looks like the mess won’t 
be getting cleaned up soon.
—  Woody Goulart
In response to "Cal Poly journalism 
department: focusing more on change 
than past problems"
NOTE: The Mustang Daily features select 
comments that are written in response to 
articles posted online. Though not all the 
responses are printed, the Mustang Daily 
prints comments that are coherent and 
foster intelligent discussion on a given 
subject. No overcapitalization, please.
mustangdaily.net
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HELP WANTED ANNOUNCEMENT
ILLUSTRATOR
wanted for children's 
book (ages 8-10).
CaU to discuss 
qualifications and 
compensation. 
Laurence 598-0259 
or 928-8091
October is BREAST CANCER 
AWARENESS MONTHI 
Show your support by 
wearing pink and visiting 
the Colleges Against Cancer 
informational booth on 
Oct. 28th in the U.U. Plaza. 
We will provide information 
about self breast exams 
and the importance of early 
detection. Come visit the 
booth and pick up a 2011 
Save Second Base shin for a 
$10 donation to the 
American Cancer Society I
BARTENDER 
TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn $100-$200/shifl. No experience 
necessary. International Bartender 
School will be back in SLO one 
week only. Day/Eve. Classes. Job 
placement pt. time/full time openings, 
limited seating, call today!
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Acro«s
1 Think about
7 Rock's Steely
10 Pentagon 
V.I.P.'s: Abbf.
14 Kind of 
reasoning, after 
"a"
15 G inger___
16 Help in 
wrongdoing
17 Entertainment 
you might have 
a hand in?
19-E n co rer
20 M eat slice on 
the highest 
shelf?
22 Class with 
crayons
25 Scotland's Firth
o f___
26 Trail user
27 Advertising 
sheet blowing In 
tha wind?
32 Like presses
• ready for printing
33 tt has feet in a 
line
34 Droop
37 Sir Anthony 
formerly of 10 
Downing Street 
36 M ade thinner
40 Carry on
41 Oui's opposite
4 2  _______ Cooper (car)
43 English county
44 Curly lock tints? 
47 Grove
components
50 B ig ____
51 Buttonless shirt
52 Dribble from an
icicle? *
57 Series Unale, in 
brief
50 Nor'easters, 
often *
62 Ocean motion
63 Be under par
64 Keyless
65 Broke ground?
AN SW ER  TO PREVIO US PU ZZLE
66 QB pickups; 
Abbr.
6 7  _______ public
Down
1 Very, very soft, 
in music
2 Okta. school
3 Quick drink
4 L*___
(Pafkinsori’s
treatment)
5 Put up
6 Mass, e.g.
7 Author Roald
8 Lily of Africa
9 Cdlorful 
amphibian
10 Chess ploy
11 Something to 
read on a Kindie
12 Chutzpah
13 Manage the 
helm
18 Eye sore
21 Sourtd before 
'Vour fly »8 open-
22 T h e  X-Files* 
subieef
23 Sonata 
movement
24 Coin at an 
arcade
28 When doubled, a 
breath freshener
29 Whan to 
celebrate Earth 
Day
30 Axis, onoa
31 Was ahead
34 Nicholas or 
Patrick
35 Share an opinion
36 Fliers in V s
38 W restler’s goal
ÍT - ST”
SY 1
&S
41
r rr - IT “TT“
nè
j r -
1 .Dz‘
8T“
82
B -
P u n W  k y  M w ya s w i u m a u t
39 Director Lee
40 Question of 
klemity
42 Hit’s opposite
43 Feature of a 
fugue
44 Staggered
45 Big game 
hunter?
46 Resident pf 
Oklahoma’s 
second-largest 
city
47 Canines, e.g.
48 Two to one or 
three to one
49 Skirt
53 Heavy cart
54 A.T.F. agents' 
activity
55 Removes a  
squeak from
56 Driver’s 
nonverbal “helio'
59 Cellular stuff
60 "Striving to 
better, oft we
___ what's welF;
Shak.
61 Like a fox
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. Si .49 a minute; or. with a cradit 
card. 1-800-814-5554
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Online subscnptlons. Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 past 
puzzles, nytimes.com/cros8words ($39.95 a year).
Share tips nytlmes com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: n^m es.com /learning/xwords.
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7 E rnie’s “dutch oven.s“  drove Bert to purchase 
tw in  beds.
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Bed Bugs
continued from page I
speak directly about specific clients 
or the extent o f  the problem at each 
location, Pepe confirmed that Santa 
Lucia was tented by Terminix.
Although a nuisance, bed bugs 
are not known to cause disease, said 
the Terminix representative. The 
small pests are reddish-brown and 
can be up to one-fourth o f an inch 
in size. Bed bugs come out at night, 
inject a small amount o f anti-coag­
ulant into (in most cases) an unsus­
pecting, sleeping person and feed on 
their blood.
Despite past 
incidents o f  the 
pests on campus, 
business admin­
istration freshman 
Skylar Dammers, 
w h o  lives in
Tenaya Hall, is not concerned.
“I’m not really worried about it, 
I wash my sheets and I don’t really 
think it’s that big o f a deal," he said.
For the time being, Dammers 
and other students living on campus 
should have nothing to fear.
However, bed bugs can be found 
throughout the nation in places like 
dorms, apartments, movie theaters 
and hotels. They arc not limited to 
one particular state, city or town —  
they are everywhere.
“They are nationwide problems,” 
said the Terminix representative. 
“Also,, they arc not a reflection o f 
cleanliness.”
Since bedbug 
in fe s ta tio n s  
are a nation­
wide prob­
lem, Dam­
mers isn’t 
sure if it’s a 
bad reflec­
tion on the 
university.
11 s
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
something that happens,” he said.
Bed bugs are hitchhiking pests 
and with the mobile society that 
we live in today, it puts dorms at 
risk for the bugs.
“When students do a lot o f 
traveling, we tend to get them in 
the dorms,” Pepe said. “It always 
happens after break.”
Cal Poly is not the only place 
struggling to keep the bugs in 
check. In a press release on Aug. 
23, Terminix named the top 15 
bed bug infested cities in the na­
tion —  topping the list was New 
York City. In addition, Detroit, 
I^s Angeles and Chicago were also 
on the list.
According to the Terminix 
website, bedbugs were extremely 
common in the United States be­
fore World War II . After that, the 
population o f bed bugs in homes 
decreased immensely. As a result o f 
an increase in international travel 
within the past few decades, bed 
bugs have regained the title o f a 
“national pest.”
In order to educate Cal Poly 
students about the possibility o f 
bed bugs, letters and e-mails are 
sent out to students whenever bed 
bugs emerge on campus. There 
is also what Pepe called a “Bed 
Bugs 101” portion on the Cal 
Poly Housing and Business 
website under “Pest Control.” 
“Bed bugs have become 
something o f a national 
^  pest," said Pepe. “But 
we are all clear (at Cal 
Poly).”
Energy
continued from page I ^  '
5 ,000  pledges; 3 ,0 0 0  o f them in 
the next three days,” said Lindsey 
Jacobson, a full-time employee at 
CALPIRG.
Students who attended the 
kick-off for the campaign were also 
eager to help. General engineer­
ing senior Nick Hasheider said he 
learned^about Proposition 23 from 
his dad and he opposes it.
“By coming to this rally I was 
hoping to learn how to educate a 
few people so that they are better 
prepared and so they know more 
about what is going to be on our 
ballot,” Hasheider said.
Volunteer and environmen­
tal management and protection 
sophomore Yamina Pressler also 
got involved with Proposition 23 
when CALPIRG interns talked in 
one o f her classes.'
“I don’t know why this is even 
on the ballot,” Pressler said. “If 
this passes, it will set us back at 
least 10 years in our race to fight 
global warming.”
Before the attendees o f the rally 
split up into groups to learn more 
about Proposition 23, Pressler 
left the crowd with a few words 
o f advice.
“We want to get all o f  you 
registered (to vote), educated (on 
Prop 23), and aware (o f how se­
rious this topic is),” Pressler said. 
“Can I get you guys to defeat 
Prop 23?”
While Valero and T'esoro, two
Texas oil companies, want Propo­
sition 23 to pass, Jacobson also 
stressetFthe importance o f  saying 
no to Proposition 23.
“If  Proposition 23 passes, it will 
roll back AB 32 and dismantle all 
o f  the progress since 2 0 0 6 ,” Jacob­
son said. “If  it’s passed, it will be 
irreversible and we will never get to 
our state’s goal o f  80  percent reduc­
tion (o f pollution) by 205 0 .”
I f  the proposition passes, it 
could impact California’s pollu­
tion standards, which are currently 
regarded as the best compared to 
other states.
“We really need all Cal Poly stu­
dents to help out in order to stop 
Texas oil companies from playing 
such a major roll in California poli­
tics,” Jacobson said.
There are several Cal Poly stu­
dents already involved in this cam­
paign.
“On campus I have 17 interns 
and about 50 more volunteers,” Ja­
cobson said.
There arc also a few more in­
terns from Cucsca College. In order 
to gather more pledges and support 
from students, four booths will 
be set up for the next three days 
around campus.
“These booths will be located on 
Dexter Lawn, the UU, in front o f 
the library and in Poly Canyon, so 
feel free to come pledge,” Jacobson 
said.
N e w  Grad E ng ineer positions open!
ev3, Inc. Medical Device Product Demonstration and 
Informational Presentation Wednesday, October 13 at 6pm-8pm 
Bldg 186 Room C103
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’^ Email resum es to  bev@ ev3.net
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Men’s soccer travels to UC Santa Barbara tonight
Jerome Goyhenetche
JER O M ECO YH EN ETCH E.M D @ CM A It.CO M
It has been close to three years since 
the Cal Poly mens soccer team 
(4-4-2, 1-1-1 Big West) has come 
out o f a matchup against UC Santa 
Barbara (5-3-2, 2-1-0) victorious. 
In what has become maybe one of 
the best rivalries in Division-1 men’s 
soccer, the Mustangs look to reignite 
their rivalry with UC Santa Barbara 
when they travel to Santa Barbara 
tonight for their first match against 
the Gauchos this season.
Santa Barbara has dominated the
record from coaching at UC Santa 
Cruz.
Cal Poly has registered a 1 -3-3 re­
cord in the last three seasons against 
UC Santa Barbara with two losses 
by only one goal.
Each o f Cal Poly’s matches 
against UC Santa Barbara since 
2007 has drawn record attendances, 
including five games that were in the 
top-17 most attended regular season 
games in NCAA history. Matches at 
UCSB drew the 12th largest crowd 
with 8 ,192 and 9th largest with 
9,749. Cal Poly drew the 17th larg­
est crowd with 7,143, the 8th largest
you’re playing and the 
supporting you, you feel 
all the energy coming ol
field.
—  David Zamora
Men’s MHXcr foo*ard
Big West in recent history, finishing 
first in six o f the last nine seasons, 
but recent matchups in what has 
been dubbed the “Blue-Green Ri­
valry” have posed a potential threat 
for the Gauchos. Cal Poly has chal­
lenged UC Santa Barbara for the 
throne atop the Big West in recent 
years.
Since 2006, Cal Poly and Santa 
Barbara have had the best cumulative 
Big West records. Only the Gauchos 
(31-9-6) have earned more points, 
produced more conference victories 
and suffered fewer conference de­
feats than Cal Poly (21-13-12).
The origin o f Cal Poly’s rivalry 
with Santa Barbara extends past its 
recent success. Only about 100 miles 
apart, the rivalry between the two 
highly competitive schools began in 
1994 when Cal Poly first entered in 
to NCAA Division-I play.
Cal Poly enjoyed success in the 
early years o f the rivalry, winning 
six o f its first eight matchups. Since 
then, the Gauchos have dominated 
the rivalry, going 14-2-0 in the last 
16 games, including a 12-game win- < 
ning streak which left Cal Poly with­
out a win from 2001 to 2006.
Cal Poly has begun to turn the 
rivalry around after the creation of 
the new .Mex G. Spanos Stadium_ 
and the arrival o f head coach Paul 
Holocher, who brought a 109-24-8
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crowd with 9,824 and the 6th larg­
est crowd with 11,075.
David Zamora, who is one of two 
players on the Mustangs that has 
seen a victory against the Gauchos, 
said the record-breaking attendance 
created one of the most memorable 
environments he has played iti dur­
ing his time at Cal Poly.
“The environment was awesome,” 
Zamora said. “It was especially great 
hearing all the fans cheer and the 
people screaming. When you’re play­
ing and the fans are supporting you, 
you feel all the energy coming to the 
field. It was just overwhelming."
Senior midfielder junior Burgos 
will be fighting for his victory against 
Santa Barbara. Burgos said the threat 
o f a huge Gauchos fan base turning 
out would not di.scourage his play, 
but motivate him instead.
“Playing in Santa Barbara has al­
ways been a hostile environment but 
as a team we arc prepared,” Burgos 
said. “We’ve done it in the past. We 
actually like having all the people 
root against us so we can prove them 
wrong and it becomes a bigger ac­
complishment."
Cal Poly’s rivalry with Santa Bar­
bara has received national attention 
in recent years. In 2008, Cal Poly’s 
home game versus Santa Barbara was 
televised as the Fox Soccer Channel’s 
game of the week. Huge fan turn­
outs and close matchups have set the 
stage for another nationally televised 
game this season in Cal Poly’s home 
game against UC Santa Barbara on 
O ct. 27.
Burgos said the team is not only 
motivated to beat UC Santa Barbara 
as rivals, but also because C"al Poly 
could take the No. 2 spot from UC 
Santa Barbara with a victory.
“You know, I think rivalry games 
are always fiin and not just for us but 
for the fans,” Burgos said. “But we 
also take pride in beating good teams 
and we know Santa Barbara is a re­
ally good team.”
RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY
In 2008, Cal Pbiy vs. UCSB drew the 6th largest crowd in NCAA regular season hbtory with i 1,075 spectators in attendance.
y YARDI
Yardi Systems is a great place to work. We have terrific employees, 
a pleasant and casual working environment, competitive salaries, 
and an unbeatable benefits packagel
We are currently looking for the following professionals for our 
Corporate Headquarters located in beautiful Santa Barbara, CA:
ASP Help Desk Technician (0-3 years of experience)
Associate Application Specialist (0-3 years of experience) 
Associate Technical Account Manager (0-3 yrs of experience)
Build Technician (0-3 years of experience)
Client Relationship Specialist (0-3 years of experience)
Client Services Support Specialist (0-3 years of experience) 
Computer Programmer (0-3 years of experience)
HR Generalist - Benefits Administrator (3-7 years of experience) 
Network Support Specialist (3-7 years of experience)
Oracle Database Administrator (3-7 years of experience)
Pre-Sales Executive (3-7 years of experience)
Processing Clerk Specialist (3-7 years of experience) 
Professional Services Coordinator (3-7 years of experience) 
Regional Sales Executive (3-7 years of experience)
Please send your resume to: USAJobs@vardi.com
For more information please visit us at the upcoming job fair
on Wednesday, October 13th.
